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Notes

A Note on Rates of Convergence in

Estimating Absolutely Continuous Distribution Functions*

INTRODUCTION

Let {Pn}~ be a sequence of polynomials that obeys the following triple
recurrence formula:

n~l.

Here, {an}~ is a real sequence and {bn}r is a positive sequence. It is well known
that under these assumptions (see [1]) there is a distribution function if; such
that the polynomials {Pn}~ are orthogonal with respect to if;, i.e.,
J~: Pi(x) Plx) dif;(x) = k i . Oi;' k i oF 0, i,j = 0, 1,2,.... (We define a
distribution function to be a nondecreasing, left continuous, real fimction if;
defined on (- (f), + (f)) and such that if;( - (0) = 0, if;(+ (f)) = 1, and
C: x'" dif;(x) exists and is finite for k = 0, 1,2,....)

The sequences {an}~ and {bn}~ determine if;, however, in general, they do
not determine if; uniquely. The nonunique cases correspond to undetermined
moment problems (see [5] for a discussion of these problems and for con
ditions that determine if; uniquely). Recently, there have been a number of
results concerning the relationship between the sequences {an};;" and {bn}r
and the distribution function if;. In particular, the papers [2, 3] are concerned
with the construction of if; from the sequences {an}~ and {bn}~' These results
describe if; in terms of the properties of the complete sequences {an}~ and
{bn}r. However, in practice, it is likely that one does not construct if;, but
instead, one approximates if; by constructing a distribution function ffJ using
only the first N terms of these sequences for some finite N. This leads us to
consider the following question: Given finite real sequences {an}~ and {bn}i",
bn > 0, n = 1, 2, ... , N, and two distribution functions if; and ffJ such that the
polynomials {Pn}~ given by (*) are orthogonal with respect to both if; and ffJ,
then, how are if; and ffJ related?

Since the sequences {an}~ and {bn}r uniquely determine the first 2N + 1
moments of the distribution if; and ffJ, an equivalent questions is: Given
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two distribution functions f and rp with the same first 2N + I moments, how
are f and rp related?

In a certain sense, these questions were answered by both Stie1tjes and
Markoff when they independently proved the well-known Tchebycheff
inequalities. These inequalities give pointwise bounds for the difference
between any two such distribution functions f and rp. These pointwise
bounds are sharp in the sense that for each real number a there are distri
bution functions rpa and fa such that I fia) - rpa(a)] is as large as possible
for all pairs of distribution functions taken from the set of distribution
functions with the same first 2N + I moments. However, these estimates
are not sharp global estimates for the pointwise distance between f and rp,
and hence, they do not yield sharp bounds for other measures of the distance
between f and rp such as f~: ]df - drp ] and f~: ] f - rp I dx. It is these
quantities that we estimate below. Our estimates are not given for general
distribution functions, but instead are restricted to absolutely continuous
distribution functions with continuous density functions having compact
support.

In Section 2 we quote a preliminary result that is needed to obtain our
estimates. The estimates of f] f - rp I dx and f i f' - rp' I dx are given in
Section 3.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The estimates that are obtained in Section 3 are only one form of a variety
of such estimates that can be obtained by the same method. The exact form
of the estimate depends on the type of approximation theorem that is used
to obtain the estimate. In each case, the approximation is that of a continuous
function by a polynomial of a fixed degree over a bounded interval. The
different estimates result from different hypothesis about the smoothness of
the continuous function. The assumptions that we make are those of the
following theorem by Jackson [4, p. 56, 57]. It will be clear in Section 3 how
other similar theorems will directly lead to other estimates.

THEOREM 1. (Jackson). Let f be continuous on [-1, +1] and suppose l'
exists and is in class LipM ex on [-1, +1]. Then, for each integer n ?o 2,
there are polynomials R n and Qn of degree ~ n such that

sup Il'(x) - Qn(x)1 ~ cM/n~,
XE[-l,+l]

and
sup If(x) - Rn(x) I ~ c2M/n(n - l)a,

XE[-l,+l]

where c = 1 + (7T2j2).
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3. ESTIMATES OF f I if; - cp Idx AND f I if;' - cp' I dx

If a distribution function is constant outside of an interval [A, B], then
we say that the distribution function is on [A, B]. In such a case, we assume
that the function is normalized to have value 0 for x <; A, and value 1 for
x ~B.

The estimates given below are for functions on [-1, + 1]. Similar results
can be given for functions on any bounded interval [A, B] by using a simple
change of variable.

THEOREM 2. Let if; and cp be distribution functions on [-1, +1], and
suppose if;' and cp' exist and are in the class LipM (X on [-1, +1]. Then, if if;
and cp have the same first 2N + 1 moments (or, equivalently, the same ortho
gonal polynomials to degree N), then, for N ~ 2

I
+l 4C2M
-1 I if;(x) - cp(x) I dx <; (2N - 1)(2N - 2)'" .

Proof The function if; - cp is continuous on [-1, +1] and its derivative
is of class Lip2M (X. Thus, by Theorem 1, there is a polynomial Q2N-1 of
degree <; 2N - 1 such that

2Mc2

XEf~P+1] [[if;(x) - cp(x)] - Q2N-1(X) I <; (2N _ 1)(2N _ 2)'" . (1)

Next, we note that

I+1

[(if; - cp) - Q2N_1]2 dx
-1

I+l I+l I+l= (if; - cp)2 dx - 2 (if; - cp) Q2N-1 dx + Q~N-1 dx,
-1 -1 -1

(2)

and in this expression, we claim that f~~ (if; - cp) Q2N-1 dx has value zero.
Our argument is as follows. Since if; and cp have the same first 2N + 1
moments, it follows that f~~ P(x) dif;(x) = t~ P(x) dcp(x) for every polynomial

f+1 f+lP(x) of degree <; 2N. Thus, -1 P(x)[dif; - dcp] = -1 P(x)(if;' - cp') dx = 0
for all polynomials P(x) of degree <; 2N. Next, let Q2N be any polynomial
such that Q~N = Q2N-1 , and apply integration by parts to f~~ (if; - cp)Q2N-1 dx.
This gives

f+l IX~+l f+l
-1 (if; - cp) Q2N-1 dx = (if; - cp) Q2N x--1 - -1 Q2N(if;' - cp') dx. (3)
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But ,p(l) = cp(l) = 1, ,pC-1) = cp( -1) = 0, and Q2N has degree ~ 2N,
and hence, each term on the right side of (3) has value zero. Therefore, our
claim is established and (2) has the form

Combining Eqs. (1) and (4) we have

f+1 J+1 [ 2c2M ]2
-1 (,p - cp)2 dx ~ -1 (2N _ 1)(2N _ 2)'" dx

2c2M ]2
= 2 [ (2N - 1)(2N - 2)'" .

The result now follows since

f +1 [J+1 ]1/2 [f+1 ]1 /2I ,p - cp I dx ~ (,p - cp)2 dx dx,
-1 -1 -1

and combining this with (5) gives

f+1 4C2M
-1 l,p - cp I dx ~ (2N - 1)(2N _ 2)'" .

(4)

(5)

The same techniques as those used in Theorem 2 (without integration
by parts) give the following result.

THEOREM 3. Let,p and cp be distribution functions on [-1, +1] and
suppose ,p' and cp' exist and are in class LipM ex on [-1, +1]. Then, if,p and cp
have the same first 2N + 1 moments (or, equivalently, the same orthogonal
polynomials to degree N), then for N ;;>- 1

J
+1

I ,p' - cp' I dx ~ 4cM/(2N)"'.
-1
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